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Kampioen reu: Kamp. & Int. Sh. Kamp. Arvid Oscar from Montefield Green  
(Ch. Clussexx All the Rage at Dons x Kamp. Xandu White Fan ’t Detica) 
Eig. R. Schippers en W.J. Montauban van Swijndregt 
 
Reservekampioen reu: Xtra Classic from Kind of Magic  

(Kamp. Guilty Pleasure des Vauriennes x Newells Rose from Kind of Magic) 

Eig. M. von Kruchten 

 
Kampioen teef en Clubwinner 2022: Xublime Rose from Kind of Magic  

(Kamp. Guilty Pleasure des Vauriennes x Newells Rose from Kind of Magic) 

Eig. J. In ‘t Groen-de Kovel 

 
Reservekampioen teef: Kamp. & Int. Sh. Kamp. Xandu White Fan ’t Detica  

(Vivista Star from Kind of Magic x Caribean Queen Fan ‘t Detica) 

Eig. W. Montauban van Swijndregt 

 
Beste veteraan: Kamp. Sunrise from Kind of Magic  

(Cedar Sunset x Kamp. Gala Queen from Kind of Magic) 

Eig. T. Veldkamp-de Jong 

 
Beste jongste pup: Wallovas Every Breath You Take  
(Don’s Black Star x Wallovas Wiktoria) 
Eig. D. Koopman 
 
Beste pup: Gayfeathers Lovely Dawn  
(Papermoon from Kind of Magic x Gayfeathers Toffee Apple) 
Eig. P. van Mourik 
 

Beste van het ras: Xublime Rose from Kind of Magic  
 

Keurmeester: Mw. Sara Nordin (Zweden) 
Aantal ingeschreven Welsh Springer Spaniels: 41 

Foto: Gerald Waanders 
 
Jongste puppyklas reuen 
Wallovas Every Breath You Take (Don’s Black Star x Wallovas Wiktoria; Eig. D. 
Koopman). Very sweet boy. Very good breed type, balanced with correct proportions. 
Sweet head with good expression. Very nice neck and shoulders. Very developed 
body for age. A bit steep in croupe. Otherwise enough angulations in rear. Happy 
confident mover. With lovely tail activity and good side movement. A bit loose and 
wide in front. Coat of good quality. Lovely temperament. Very promising. 



 1 Veel Belovend. Beste Jongste pup. 
 
Puppyklas reuen 
Gayfeathers Full Of Joy (Papermoon from Kind of Magic x Gayfeathers Toffee 
Apple; Eig. J. de Visser & H. de Visser). Masculin, with a very happy disposition. Very 
nice head and expression. Good under jaw. A bit upright in shoulder. Well developed 
body for age. A bit long in loin. Normal angulations in rear. Moves well from side. 
Needs more stability coming and going. Lovely tail activity. Lovely temperament. Very 
promising. 1 Veel Belovend. 
 
Jeugdklas reuen 
Eliot Elmar of the New Born Beauty’s (Outlander from Kind of Magic x Narinda 
Nike of the New Born Beauty’s; Eig. D. van Vliet). Masculin quite squarely build still a 
bit high on legs. Nice shape of head. A bit round eyes, but still with a nice expression. 
A bit upright in shoulder. Nice bone and feet. Good ribcage for age. Enough 
angulations in rear. Nice balance on the move, but a bit short in steps. Very nice coat 
quality. Excellent temperament. Very good. 4 Zeer Goed. 
Fireside’s Gemini Life of the Party NJK’22, HCJW’22 (Windywood Water under 
the Bridge x Fireside’s Calypso Moon; Eig. A. Wetsteyn en D. van Dillen). Very nice 
breed type. A bit on the smaller side, but very balanced. Appealing head and 
expression. Very good proportions in head. Very nice neck and shoulders. Normal 
angulations all around. Wide and well laid croupe. Good bone and feet. Should have 
a firmer topline in stand and moving. Very typical movements, with good reach and 
tailactivity. But turning out elbows coming towards me. Lovely coat, lovely 
temperament. Excellent. 2 Uitmuntend. 
Sherlock-Lynley van Lindestate (Parker-Lynley van Lindestate x Mandalyn-Laelia 
van Lindestate; Eig. M. Berendschot-van der Veer). Masculine boy, nice breedtype. 
Good skull. Nice shape of eyes, and kind expression. Quite good neck and front, but 
needs a more developed forechest. And needs to deepen in the front part of his 
ribcage. Good length of ribcage. Bit steep in croup, and needs stronger angulation in 
rear. Strong side movements, but needs to be more relaxed to show off his correct 
reach. Needs more stability coming and going. Very good coat. Happy, active 
temperament. Very good. 3 Zeer Goed. 
Xtra Classic from Kind of Magic (Kamp. Guilty Pleasure des Vauriennes x Newells 
Rose from Kind of Magic; Eig. M. von Kruchten). Very nice breed type. Masculine, 
and very developed for age. Nice head and expression, but with slightly round eyes. 
Good neck and shoulders. Rather straight upper arm. Good length of ribcage. Well-
muscled loin. Normal angulations in rear. Moves with excellent balance when he 
calms down a bit. Enough stability coming and going. Very good coat. Very nice 
temperament. Excellent. 1 Uitmuntend, Reservekampioen (Res. CAC), beste 
jeugdhond. 
 
Tussenklas reuen 
Dogs and Locks Balloon Vine (Kamp. Guilty Pleasure des Vauriennes x Kamp. 
Moonflower from Kind of Magic; Eig. M. Los). Nice looking boy, with a lot of breed 
type. Nice head and expression. Quite good proportions. And normal angulations. 
Good length of ribcage. Very nice movements. Good coat. Needs to be much more 
confident and let the judge examine and handle him. He needs more experience. But 
he is a kind dog. Very good. 1 Zeer Goed. 
 



Openklas reuen 
Papermoon from Kind of Magic (Kamp. Guilty Pleasure des Vauriennes x Fable of 
the Rose from Kind of Magic; K. van der Caaij). Masculine dog. Very good breed 
type. Very good head, slightly prowned eyes. Still with a good expression. Good neck 
and shoulders. Should have a firmer upper arm. Should have longer ribcage and 
breastbone. Enough angulations in rear. Very good bone and feet. Moves well from 
side, with good tail activity, but wide and loose in front. And needs a bit stronger 
topline. Very good coat and temperament. Excellent. 3 Uitmuntend. 
Parker-Lynley van Lindestate(Ch. Benchmark One More Story x Kamp. Hazel-
Laelia van Lindestate; Eig. M. Berendschot-van der Veer). Very appealing breed 
type. Masculine with good proportions. Classical head. With a good expression even 
though eyes are a bit round and light. Good neck and shoulders. Good length of 
ribcage. Could have slightly stronger angulations in rear. Good muscles. Free happy 
mover. With good balance and lovely tail activity. Could have slightly stronger drive 
from behind. Very good coat lovely temperament. Excellent. 1 Uitmuntend. 
Under Siege from Kind of Magic (Kamp. Avalon of the Hill’s Corner x Kamp. 
Autumn Gold from Kind of Magic; Eig. B. Ter Braak). Very nice breed type. Appealing 
head and expression. Well shaped skull. Very good neck and shoulder. Rather 
straight upper arm, that should be firmer to the body. Good length of ribcage. Enough 
angulations in rear. Moves with good reach from beside, rolling a bit over the loin. 
And turns elbows out, coming towards me. Very good tail activity. Very good coat. 
Nice temperament. Excellent. 2 Uitmuntend. 
United Color from Kind of Magic (Kamp. Avalon of the Hill’s Corner x Kamp. 
Autumn Gold from Kind of Magic; Eig. N. Sonderegger-Koole). Nice breed type. Very 
masculine. With an attractive head and correct expression. Quite good neck and 
shoulders. Bit straight upperarm. Deep ribcage. Rather wide between his shoulders. 
Normal angulations in hindquarter. Moves with nice side movements and good tail 
activity, but loose and wide in front. Good coat. Needs a bit more ringtraining, but has 
a nice temperament. Very good. Zeer Goed. 
Wallovas Electric President (Ch. Benton Under Oath x Wallovas Arcade Fire; Eig. 
Y. Mulder). Masculine boy, with good proportions and nice breed type. Nicely shaped 
head, but rather big round eyes. A bit steep in croup, otherwise normal angulations. 
Good length of ribcage. Moves with good reach from the side, but turning toes in and 
elbows out coming towards me. Rather good coat quality. Very nice temperament. 
Excellent. 4 Uitmuntend. 
 
Kampioensklas reuen 
Kamp. & Int. Sh. Kamp. Arvid Oscar from Montefield Green BJWNL’18, NJK’18, 
JW’18, BWNL’19 (Ch. Clussexx All the Rage at Dons x Kamp. Xandu White Fan ‘t 
Detica; Eig. R. Schippers en W.J. Montauban van Swijndregt). Lovely breed type. 
Masculine, strong, confident and friendly. Well build, good bone and nice feet. Good 
proportions in head. Could have slightly more pronounced stop. Very good ribcage. 
Moves with good reach and tail activity. A bit wide in the front. Welsh Springer 
temperament at its very best. Excellent. 1 Uitmuntend, Kampioen (CAC/BOS). 
Kamp. Avalon of the Hill’s Corner (Kamp. Wind of Change from Kind of Magic x 
Inma’s Ace of Diamonds; Eig. M. von Kruchten). Very nice breed type. Masculine 
with good proportions. Very nice head and expression. Nice neck and shoulders. But 
straight and wide in upper arm. Good ribcage. Normal angulations in hind quarters. 
Quite good side movement. But very wide in front and a bit close behind. Good coat. 
Very nice temperament. Excellent. 3 Uitmuntend. 



Kamp. Nicky-Lynley van Lindestate NJK’19, BJWNL’19, CW’19, CW’21 (Ch. 
Benton Run Duck Run x Kamp. Hazel-Laelia van Lindestate; Eig. M. Berendschot-
v.d. Veer). Very nice breed type. Well-shaped head with good expression. Very good 
proportions. Nice neck and shoulders. Straight upper arm that should be firmer to the 
body. Good ribcage. Normal angulations in rear. Enough reach in his side movement. 
But a bit close behind and wide in front. Very good coat quality. Good temperament. 
Excellent. 4 Uitmuntend. 
Kamp. Wallovas Ratatat (Ch. Twinkle Great Gatsby x Wallovas Dolly Parton; Eig. D. 
Koopman). Excellent breed type. Masculine and well balanced. Well-shaped head 
with very nice expression. Very good neck and shoulders. Normal angulations all 
around. Good bone and feet. Good length of ribcage. Could have a bit more fore 
chest. Very good side movement, with good tail activity. A bit out in elbows. Very 
good coat. Lovely temperament. Excellent. 2 Uitmuntend. 
 
Veteranenklas reuen 
Kamp. Sunrise from Kind of Magic NJK’13 NVK’22 GC (Cedar Sunset x Kamp. 
Gala Queen from Kind of Magic; Eig. T. Veldkamp-de Jong). 10,5 year old 
gentleman. Shown in very good condition. Lovely breed type. Well-shaped head with 
a right expression. Very nice outline. Normal angulations and well-made ribcage. 
Moves very well with lovely tail activity. Typical coat for an older spaniel. Sweet 
temperament. Excellent 1 Uitmuntend, beste veteraan. 
 
Jongste Puppyklas teven 
Liv van de Gaets (Wallovas Electric President x Birky van de Gaets; Eig. Y. Mulder).   
Sweet baby girl. Very typical in her development. Very good proportions in head, 
sweet expression. Normal angulations in front. Good body for age. A bit steep in 
croup. Could be stronger angulated in hindquarters. Good bone. Happy mover with 
lovely tail activity and attitude. Good reach. Lovely temperament. Very Promising. 
1 Veel Belovend. 
 
Puppyklas teven 
Gayfeathers Lovely Dawn (Papermoon from Kind of Magic x Gayfeathers Toffee 
Apple; Eig. P. van Mourik). Very feminine. Promising proportions. Sweet head and 
expression. Very good neck and shoulders. Good bone and lovely feet. Good length 
of ribcage. Normal angulation in hindquarters. Moves typical for her age. With good 
reach and lovely tail activity. Excellent temperament. Very promising. 1 Veel 
Belovend, beste pup. 
 
Jeugdklas teven 
Evlin Elize of the New Born Beauty’s (Outlander from Kind of Magic x Narinda Nike 
of the New Born Beauty’s; Eig. C. Heuvelman). Feminine, nice breed type. Very 
squarely build. Very nice head and expression. A bit upright in shoulder. Upper arm 
should be firmer. Good rib cage. Good width in her croup, but it is too steep. Also at 
the moment she is a bit overbuild. Moves with good reach in front, but needs stronger 
movement in rear. Good coat and lovely temperament. Very good. 4 Zeer Goed. 
Luna Our Loyal Welsh (Kamp. Dewi Our Loyal Welsh x Clarence Our Loyal Welsh; 
Eig. A. Wetsteyn en S.J.P. Wetsteyn). Very feminine and very nice breed type. Very 
good proportions. Well-shaped head with nice expression. Good neck and front. But a 
bit steep in croup and could have stronger angulations in rear. Good body for age. With 
good length of rib cage. Does not make the best of herself in movement. And is clearly 



affected by the envirement. But has a sweet loving temperament, just needs more 
experience and confident. Very good. 3 Zeer Goed. 
Xublime Rose from Kind of Magic (Kamp. Guilty Pleasure des Vauriennes x 
Newells Rose from Kind of Magic; Eig. J. In ‘t Groen-de Kovel). Feminine, very nice 
breed type. Very nice head and expression. Lovely proportions in head. Good neck 
and shoulder. Excellent rib cage. A bit steep in croup. Good bone. Moves with good 
reach and drive, but needs a bit more ring training to show of her really good 
balance. Still a bit soft in topline, both standing and moving. Very good coat. Nice 
temperament. Excellent. 1 Uitmuntend, Kampioen, beste van het ras, 
clubwinnaar 2022 (CAC/BOB/CW’22). 
Yoko Ono from Kind of Magic (Papermoon from Kind of Magic x Orange Victory 
from Kind of Magic; Eig. B. Hornikx). Very feminine. With good proportions. Lovely 
typical head and expression. A bit upright in shoulder. Good depth of ribcage that 
should be longer. Should be stronger angulated in rear. Moves with good length of 
step, but very close behind. Needs more stability coming and going. Lovely tail 
activity. Super temperament. Very good. 2 Zeer Goed. 
 
Tussenklas teven 
Summer-Laelia van Lindestate (Parker-Lynley van Lindestate x Mandalyn-Laelia 
van Lindestate; Eig. M. Berendschot-van der Veer). Feminine, nicely balanced bitch. 
Very nice breed type. well-shaped head with sweet expression. Good neck and front. 
Very good ribcage. Enough angulations in hind quarters. Good bone and feet. Very 
nice side movement with good tail activity. Rather wide in front. Good coat. Excellent 
temperament. Excellent. 1 Uitmuntend. 
Ushi Boleyn van Berkenstein (Kamp. Dewi Our Loyal Welsh x Nadine Boleyn van 
Berkenstein; Eig. Y. Mulder). Very nice breed type. Feminine with excellent 
proportions. Lovely head and expression. Good neck and shoulder. Rather straight 
and loose in upper arm. Good ribcage. Steep croup and could have stronger 
angulations in rear. Moves with quite good balance but should be a bit firmer in 
topline. Good coat. Very sweet overall picture and nice temperament. Excellent.  
3 Uitmuntend. 
Vista Bella from Kind of Magic (Kamp. Wallovas Ratatat x Kamp. Tremletts Bell 
from Kind of Magic; Eig. J. In ‘t Groen-de Kovel & D. de Greef). Feminine, strong 
bitch with good proportions. Very nice head and expression. Nice neck and front. 
Good ribcage. Could have stronger angulations in rear. Lovely muscles. Good bone 
and feet. Active mover with good tail activity. Needs to be stronger coming and going. 
Good coat. Lovely temperament. Excellent. 2 Uitmuntend. 
 
Openklas teven 
April van Florenstyns Hof (Jesse Boleyn van Berkenstein x Kensi Boleyn van 
Berkenstein; Eig. L. Letteboer en Y. van den Hombergh). Nice feminine type. Good 
proportions but could be showing in a bit better condition. A bit overweight today. 
Which takes away from her overall balance. Sweet head and expression. Good neck 
and front. Good ribcage. A bit steep in croup and should be better angulated in rear. 
Moves with good reach in front. Should be better in rear and also needs a stronger 
topline. Lovely tail activity. Very nice temperament. Very Good. Zeer Goed. 
Faith Our Loyal Welsh (Kamp. Khandor Our Loyal Welsh x Tirion Our Loyal Welsh; 
Eig. M. Fischer). Very feminine. Very nice breed type. Well shaped head with a 
typical expression. Nice outline. Good neck and shoulders. Well made body. Could 



be better angulated in rear. Moves with good reach in front. A bit short in rear. Good 
tail activity. Very good coat. Lovely temperament. Excellent. 3 Uitmuntend. 
Gayfeathers Toffee Apple (Inma’s Wheels of Fortune x Gayfeathers Caramella; Eig. 
P. van Mourik). Feminine. Nice breed type but a bit heavy overall. Nice shape of 
head but eyes should be darker for a more typical expression. Really good neck and 
front. Good ribcage. A bit steep in croup and should be better angulated in rear. 
Good feet. Moves with lovely tail activity but is heavy in movement and quite short in 
her rear action. Quite good coat. Excellent temperament. Very Good. Zeer Goed.  
It’s Bunty Our Loyal Welsh (Tegan Our Loyal Welsh x Kamp. Xena Our Loyal 
Welsh; Eig. J.E. Timmerman en P. de Bie). Very nice breed type. Feminine with 
lovely proportions. Quite good head but a bit light eyes. Very good neck and front. 
Well shaped ribcage with very good fore chest. Normal angulations in rear. Moves 
better once she settles in the ring but needs a bit more experience. Good reach and 
tail activity. Very sweet temperament. Just needs a bit more experience. Excellent. 
4 Uitmuntend. 
Ruby-Laelia van Lindestate (Hudolus Rhys Henllys at Typica x Summer-Laelia van 
Lindestate; Eig. P. van Alfen). Happy confident feminine bitch. Very nice type and 
proportions. Sweet head and expression. Nice outline. Normal angulations all 
around. Good ribcage. Happy easy mover with lovely tail activity. Wide in front but 
good reach in side movement. Very good coat. Excellent temperament. Excellent. 1 
Uitmuntend. 
Unchained Gold from Kind of Magic (Kamp. Avalon of the Hill’s Corner x Kamp. 
Autumn Gold from Kind of Magic; Eig. Y. Hokke). Feminine with good proportions. 
Very nice head and expression. Good skull. Nice neck and front angulations. Good 
ribcage. A bit steep in croup and should have stronger angulations in rear. Active 
happy mover. With good reach in front but should have stronger hind movement. 
Good coat. Excellent temperament. Excellent. Uitmuntend. 
Utah Rose from Kind of Magic (Kamp. Avalon of the Hill’s Corner x Kamp. Autumn 
Gold from Kind of Magic; Eig. M. von Kruchten). Very nice breed type. Feminine with 
very good proportions. Nice head with good expression. Good neck and shoulder. A 
bit straight in upper arm. Enough angulations in hind quarters. Good ribcage. Very 
nice side movement. Could have a bit more tail activity. A bit out in elbows. Good 
coat. Nice temperament. Excellent. 2 Uitmuntend. 
 
Fokkersklas teven 
Balou van Florensteyns Hof (Kamp. Avalon of the Hill’s Corner x Nena Boleyn van 
Berkenstein; Eig. Y. van den Hombergh). Very feminine with nice breed type and 
proportions. Nice head and expression. Good neck and front. Well-developed 
ribcage. A bit steep in croup. Could have stronger angulations in hind quarter. Moves 
well from the side. Turning out her elbows. Kind temperament but needs a lot more 
experience and confidence to show off the typical spaniel temperament. Very Good. 
2 Zeer Goed. 
Unique Apple from Kind of Magic (Kamp. Avalon of the Hill’s Corner x Kamp. 
Autumn Gold from Kind of Magic; Eig. J. in ‘t Groen-de Kovel en J. Kegels). 
Feminine. Nice breed type and proportions. Well-shaped head. Good eyes. Very nice 
neck and top line. Good shoulder but should have a firmer upper arm. Enough 
angulations in hind quarters. Good ribcage. Easy mover with enough reach and 
drive. Well carried tail. Good coat. Very nice temperament. Excellent. 1 Uitmuntend. 
 
Kampioensklas teven 



BE Kamp. Quiet Bliss from Kind of Magic NJK'20 (Kamp. Wild Chase des 
Vauriennes x Kamp. Tremletts Bell from Kind of Magic; Eig. J. Koeks). Feminine, but 
a bit heavy overall due to a bit overweight. Sweet head with kind expression. A bit 
upright in shoulder and straight in upper arm. Very well sprung ribs and long ribcage. 
Should have stronger angulations in rear. Very nice bone and feet. Happy mover with 
lovely tail activity. Good reach in front. Could have a bit more power from rear. Good 
coat. Excellent temperament. Excellent. 4 Uitmuntend. 
Kamp. Red Delicious from Kind of Magic HCW’22 (Hudolus Rhys Henllys at 
Typica x Kamp. Gilliflower from Kind of Magic; Eig. J. In ‘t Groen-de Kovel en J. van 
Vliet). Very feminine. Very nice breed type. Good proportions in head with a nice skull 
and typical expression. Good neck and topline. Normal angulations in front. Could 
have stronger angulations in rear. Good ribcage, bone and feet. Happy active mover. 
With lovely tail activity. Good side movements but loose in elbows and a bit close 
behind. Very good coat. Lovely temperament. Excellent. 2 Uitmuntend. 
Kamp. Sianel Boleyn van Berkenstein NJK’21 (Kamp. Khandor Our Loyal Welsh x 
Bentley Boleyn van Berkenstein; Eig. M. Huis in ’t Veld en A. van Dam). Very 
feminine. Very nice breed type. Lovely proportions. Appealing head and expression. 
Normal angulations. Good bone and feet. Due to her pregnancy not shown in the 
condition she deserves. Moves heavily which is probably due to her condition. Lovely 
bitch but I would have liked to see her under normal circumstances. Lovely 
temperament. Excellent. 3 Uitmuntend. 
Kamp. & Int. Sh. Kamp. Xandu White Fan ’t Detica BWNL’18 (Vivista Star from 
Kind of Magic x Caribean Queen Fan ‘t Detica; Eig. W. Montauban van Swijndregt). 
Mature lady. Lovely breed type. Well-shaped head with lovely expression. Very good 
neck and shoulder. Normal angulations. Lovely ribcage. Carries herself well on the 
move but could have a bit stronger top line. Lovely side movement and tail activity. A 
bit wide in front. Very good coat. Lovely temperament. Excellent. 1 Uitmuntend, 
Reservekampioen. 
 
Veteranenklas teven 
Kamp. Autumn Gold from Kind of Magic NJK’15, JW’15, W’16, BWNL’17 (Kamp. 
Wild Chase des Vauriennes x Kamp. Jonabel from Kind of Magic; Eig. J. in ‘t Groen-
de Kovel). 8,5 years in very good condition. Very good proportions and breed type. 
Appealing head and expression. Normal angulations with good bone and feet. Well-
shaped ribcage. Carries herself very well on the move, good reach and balance. 
Lovely tail activity. Good coat and lovely temperament. Excellent. 1 Uitmuntend.  
Kamp. Tristan Boleyn van Berkenstein (Kamp. Hanky Panky from Kind of Magic x 
Kyra Boleyn van Berkenstein; M. Huis in ‘t Veld-Geurts). Very sweet lady. 12,5 years. 
Very good condition. Sweet head and expression with wisdom in her eyes. Normal 
angulations in front. Enough angulations in rear. Well-shaped ribcage. Moves with 
good reach and lovely tail activity. Just lacks a bit strength in rear. But is very nice 
veteran to make her owner and breeder proud. Lovely temperament. Excellent.  2 
Uitmuntend. 

De keurmeester: Mrs. Sara Nordin (S). 
 
 
 
 
 

Kommentiert [U1]: of Ch. Maar niet Kamp., want dat 
suggereert dat ze NL Kamp. is. 


